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Gateway Transcripts
Overview





The transcript module creates a set of tables that contain a summary of grades for
each year the student has been in the school.
Because the curriculum changes from year to year it is necessary to set up each year
separately.
Grades may be taken directly from the Gateway or from external exam results.
Text may be added in the same way as you can with the Gateway printing template.
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Creating new transcripts


Select transcript from the ARR menu.



Click on new transcript.
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Page settings





There are default values set at the top of the page
Enter a title.
Set the font, page size and orientation.
Set the grade display format: show grade in digit or show description
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Headers and footers


Headers and footers may be created in exactly the same way as with the printing
template designer.



Click on edit to open the editor.



You may insert the auto-generated data from database. Select data from the dropdown and click insert.
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Sections
Create section







There are three types of section you can choose.
o Text. This allows you to use the HTML editor to create any text you wish to
add.
o Page break. Speaks for itself.
o Year summary. Create a summary table of subject grades.
Sections in the transcript editor may be arranged below the previous section or
alongside it.
After creation sections may be moved horizontally and vertically.

Choose:
o Add below to add a new section below the last one.
o Add to the right to add a new section to the right of the last section.

Move sections



Put your pointer anywhere inside a box to drag it.
There are two different drag modes. You can drag a complete row or single section.



Choose
o Row mode to drag all sections in a row.
o Cell mode to drag individual sections within a row.
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Create Year Summary table


Add a year summary, e.g.



When you add a year summary you need to:
o Give it a name
o Select the academic year from which you wish to select data.
o Choose the year group from which you wish to select data.
NB it is important to make sure you select these values correctly at this stage.
You can create all the tables you need at this stage, or you can come back later and
add more.







You can change the name of the table by clicking on edit.
When you have finished click on submit at the bottom of the page.
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Year summary layout
Once you have created a year summary layout a few times you will find the process is very
quick and easy but to start with it may take some time so make sure you save occasionally to
avoid time outs.

Select the table


When you have saved the transcript you need to edit the year summary layout.



Click on edit under Year summary layout.



There are some settings at the top of the page. The most important at the moment
is to select the summary table you wish to edit.

Add columns


You can create as many columns as you want. Click on add column to create a new
column.



You will see various settings allowing you to select fonts, borders, alignment, etc.



If you wish to hide the settings click on hide setting.
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Data source



Enter a column heading.
Click on the drop down list to show the choice of data sources.



In this example transcript we are creating a year 13 transcript for year last year’s
year 13. IB results will be in the system already but as this year’s year 13 do not
have IB results yet you will only be able to include predicted grades from the
Gateway.



If you select Gateway subjects and topics a table will be shown at the bottom of the
page. This may take a while before it appears.
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Topics
If your system calculates topic grades automatically these may be selected to appear in the
transcript.
Apply to all
 If you have the same topic for all subjects you may select these using apply to all.
 Click on apply to all to bring up a list of all topics.



When click on submit all subjects that match this topic will be selected.





As with ARR reports only subjects the student takes will be shown in the table.
If there are subjects you do not wish to include go down the list and delete them.
If you delete a subject in error you can add it back in again. Click on the + in the
first row of the subject list.
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Objectives






If you do not calculate topic grades automatically you may display the results of a
specific objective.
You should try to have the same topic/criteria/objective combination for all subjects.
You may apply to all again but this time you have more parameters to set.

IMPORTANT: Make sure both the column 1 - subject name table and the column 2 the corresponding grade table have exactly the same subject list and they are in the
same order. Add/delete items in one table must be manually applied to another
one!
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General formatting
Grade total


With IB grades you may wish to display the total score. Check the box next to add
up grade total at last row.

Table border


You may apply a border round the whole table. Set the details in the section
labelled table border.

Header row


Each summary table has a title. If you wish to format the title use the settings for
the header.

Format of first row


You can use the yellow settings boxes to format the table but to format the first row
of the table you need to check the box apply format for format of first row.



Which would give results like this!

Preview



At the top of the page, click on print preview to get some idea of what your table
will look like.
To see what the transcript report will look like click on the printing tab….
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Printing



Click on the printing tab.
Select the details as you would when printing ARR reports.



Click on print. Assuming there is data in the system for the selected student you will
see the results in a PDF file.
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Other tables
Create more tables





Having set up one year summary table you need to create others in the same way.
Then you will be able to view the whole transcript and consider what layout changes
you may need to make.
Use the drop down box at the top to select a different table.

You can see in the example above that:
o The table title appears but there is no formatting.
o There is no space between the tables.
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Layout
Vertical spacing
 Go back to the transcript start page (click on the setup tab if necessary).
 Click on edit to return to the setup page.



Create a text section and drag it between the two tables.



Print again to see what it looks like.



If you wish to increase the space add some blank lines in the text section.
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Horizontal spacing
 Change the dragging mode to cell mode and you can arrange the tables horizontally.



This creates two tables that are quite close together.



You can insert a text box to separate these….



But at present the system works by giving an equal width to all horizontal sections,
so a text box in this case will take up one third of the screen.
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Copy transcript



Having set up a transcript you can click on copy to make an instant copy.
This is particularly useful in year 13 where you may want to have one version which
shows predicted grades for current year 13 students and another version that shows
actual IB exam grades once the students have left.
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